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AND THE WAR

-'I

This message was written by lieutenant Cenera'- Somervell expressly for t~1e
first issue of COPPER COMMANOO
which appealed last August. In searching for a fitting introduction
to this
issue on copper, we found that nothing
could match this message in straightforward appeal. We are, therefore, reproducing it exactly as it appeared in
Volume 1, Number
1 of COPPER
COMMANDO.

A

,

Message
"
frOID
Lieutenant
General

~

SOloervel1

-"_

*THE ARMY needs copper, must ha~e it quickly in great quantity.
Every lost
minute, every ounce of shortage, can mean death to an American on some far
battlefront.
Our soldiers, fighting for our ;ight to live as free men, depend on you .•. on
every last one of you men of Montana no matter what your job ••• to get out
the copper they must have.
.
I know th~t you will not fail them. They are your men: Montana always gives
her share of fighters to the nation. In the first World war 51 Montanans earned
the Distinguished Service Cross for galfantry. In this war Private Charles Ball of
Harlem, won this same decoration for heroism against the laps. Sergeant Edward ,.
Saylor, of Brusett, an~ Sergeant Davis ,. Thatcher, of Billings, bombed Tokio with
Ceneral Doolittle. Around the world Montana boys face the most cruel and ruthless armies of all time. They cry for copper ••• more and more copper. No matter
how much you produce, it cannot be too much.
If you do your part, management and labor together, you can give your fighting men the weapons they must have. rhafs all they ask.
The people of Montana will not let them down. You have given your pledge,
freely and sincerely. And the Army 'gives you its word, written in the blood of
young Ameircans, not to let you down. By all-out mutual-effort we can win. Without such effort, we'1I105e this wa;.
Our choice is clear. I know your answer and the an"swer of our soldiers. Striving together unselfishly you will carry on to victory.
LIEUTENANT CENERAl

BREHON SOMERVEL~

Army Service Forces, Commanding.

War Department,

.:.
I

Washington

)
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TH IS is the ore. Up from the mines,
loaded into can, it's on its way to the
Smelter. OUf' boys on the fighting
fronts of the world need many, many
cars of that rock. They need it badly
and they need it now.

\

COPPED AND THE 'WAD
A 'Special Issue Qf COPPER ~OMMAt--fDO
JUNE 4. 1943

V.OL. 1

NO. 21

COPPER COM~ANDO is the official newspaper of the Victory
Labor-Management
Production Committees ~f the Anacond"
Copper Mining Comp.any and its Union Representatives at
BuHe, Anaconda and Creat Falls, Montana.
COPPER COMMANDO appears every two weeks, and this issue is a special
number devoted to the end uses of copper in the war program.

tographer is Bob Nesmith; its staff photographer is Les Bishop,
Its EditoriaL-Board consists of: Denis McCarthy, CIO; John F.
Bird, AFL; Ed Renouard, ACM, from Butte; Dan. Byrne, CIOj
Joe Maric~ AFL; C. A. Lemmon, ACM, from Anaconda; Jad
Clark, CIO; Herb Donaldson, AFL; and E. S. Bardwell. ACM,
from Creat Falls.

COPPER COMMANDO, the first Labor-Management
publi~ation in the non-ferrous metals industry, is produced by an Editorial Board composed of labor and management
representatives. Its editor is Bob Newcomb; its associate editor is Marg
Sammonsi its safety editor is John L Boardman; its chief pho-

COPPER
, COMMANDO is mailed to the home of ev'ery employee of ACM in the three locations-if
you are not receiving
your copy advise COPPER COMMANDO at 112 -Hamilton
Street, BuHe, or, better still, drop in and tell us. And your comments on this issue will be appreciated;
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COPPER IN SICNAL CORPS EQU IPM ENr

.__..__"-__12

Communications are vital to the winning of the war.
The lives of many men can be wiped out if communica(
tions fail. Copper plays an important part in providing
materia! for the Signal Corps.
COPPER

ISN'T

I MPORT ANT?

•

.

.. __.__14

Here'os a little story about how much copper a small
fighting plane uses. We have an idea figures will stagger you as they did us. Our editorial also appears on
this page.
COPPER I N AN M-4 .TAN K

..

._15

The mopping up operation in the Tunisian campaign
is being done with tanks. They are one of thE! major
factors in modern war and there are 950 pounds of copper in everyone of these death-dealing machines.
,

COPPER IN MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
EQU I PM ENT
:
.

,

BY ALBERT D. MONTCOMERY

COPPER AND THE WAR
A statement

written

.__._..

._15

Many boy's who would otherwise die from wounds will
live to return to their homes and families because of
the excellent medical department
service.
But it
takes copper to supply the needs of this department •
and if the department doesn't have the copper it re- .
quires, lives are certain to be lost. About 375,000
pounds of copper per month are required for depart•
mental equipment.

•CONTENTS.
COVER DRAWINC

.

COPPER I N ORDNANCE

~

~

16

The ammunition and the guns and tanks can't be made
without copper. The goyernment has been-obliged to
try substitutes for copper, but they don't work as well.

-;..5

expressly. for this issue of COP-

PER COM,MANOO by Harry O. King, chief of the Cop-

COPPER FOR THE NAVY;

per Division of the War Production

Everything from battlewagons to PT boats needs copper. A battleship of the Washington class needs about
2,000 000 pounds alone.
There isn't anything else
that they can use--and they've got to have it.

Board.

.

COPPER IN WARFARE .._._. .
lfhe background of copper.

..__..

8

It has been important

to
COPPER IN NAVAL ORDNANCE

'the world for generations arid generations" but there
never was as great a need for it as there is today.

COPPER I

1 ._., ..

N AI RCRAFT

= __ .. _.:_19

20

The shells that are deal ing death and destruction to
the [aps today contain copper, and there are many
additional uses of copper on naval vessels and in merchant shipping.

.. 9

You can't fight wars without planes, and you can't fly
planes without copper.

. USES OF COPPER

With all the tafk. about a sec-

Continued_.

... _.....

.__l1

SECON D FRONT __._._.

; Here's a chart furnished by the aircraft unit of the War
Production Board which shows the exact amounts of.
copper and other materials used in building Hghting'
planes.

,

Did you know, for example,

that there are

over 3,000 pounds of copper in a Liberator?'

.4.'

"

21

Here is an official table of the copper requirements of
our fighting ships as-supplied by the Navy Department.
Look them over and figure out for yourself what your
job is in this war •.

ppening wedge.

IN AIRCRAFT,

.
I

ond front, we should recall that pianes wil1 drive ~e

COPPER

.__.._. .

-

.

._..

:.24

What is this second front? A lot of us think we know.
but few of us do. The only thing we all should know
is that second fronts require fighting materials, and
copper is the most important of all of them.

COPPER ~ND THE WAR

Meino froID
Headquarters

"

/

.H. o. KI Ne, Director of the Copper Division of the War
Production Board, Washington, is probably the best informed man in the government regarding copper and the
war. The editor of COPPER COMMANDO asked Mr.
King for a statement for this. special issue, and this is
Mr. King's reply. We feel sure everyone in the copper
industry will want to read it and let it sink in.

•
.1'

•

..
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.,..~HIS

is an issue about copper,
It Is really an effort on our part to ahswer the ques.

.

:fion so many of us are inclined to ask: "What's
wa~ got to -do with me?"

:to be

this

[The answer naturally ought

that the war has plenty to do with ,everybody,

, put it's not so simple as that,

(;OPPEH

It's easy enough to say,

...

but it is harder to have the full meaning of the war
sink in.

AND

ifhis special issue of the Labor-Management Committees' official newspaper is an effort, then, to bring
us all up to date a little.

iro refresh the memories of

fhose who know and to inform those who don't

that

-)

.,. fhis is everybody's war,
ifhis happens to be our war particularly

because,

WAH

while a lot of us don't fully realize it, we're in it up to

our

necks not only as citizens of this country but as

workers in an industry upon which the success of our
war program depends.
Maybe this is an appeal to reason, too.

working in a basic industry such as ours, doesn't
. the pattern of his work change much.

I

*

A man ..

see

If he is a miner"
this war, and there isn'f a home anywhere Inthe world
that .won't be better off the day this, war is finished,

he mines in much the same way he did ten years ago,
apart from mechanical

improvements;

if he is a smel-

We can turn then to the great problem of building an
enduring peace so that, we won't have to go througlj

terman, his work goes on pretty much as it always did
so far as the work itself is concerned;

if he works in

all this again.

the refinery. he knows that the method of doing his
work hasn't

been changed

particularly

by the war,

Those

That's probably why it's hard for a man in an industry;

product"-that

such as ours, to see the true value of what he is doing,

be doing now.

worked on an automobile

The man whoonce

assembly

line and who is

don't

is the. guns

work

wi tn "the " enCi

and' tanks

and planes-I

find it hard, as we say, to put ourselves in the positiort
. of actual contributors

If, for example, you were working in an automobile factory three years ago, you would see a great dif... ference between what you were doing then and what
you certainly

WhO

I

"

.would

of us

to this war.

That situation calls

for a special effort on our part because, while we ma~
'not ourselves fully realize it, the rest of the world does,
.

Even the letters

we get back from the boys at the.

fronts '(and we get quite a few of them here)

now helping put \out tanks and planes sees every sec-

clearly

ond of his working day that the whole pattern

mines and smelter and refinery, know the importance.

industrial

life has changed.

of his

He is up to his neck in

But so are we, ,because if we didn't supply -him,

war.

he couldn't

pass his products along to the boys at the

that

of copper.

these

show,

boys, who have gone from

. The fighting

man from Montana,

our;
whd

finds himself unable to battle the Nazi because of lacl~
of materials,

sees the picture

pretty

clearly,

J'hat'~

why so many of them write back to us and urge us tel

fronts.
A lot of us out here in Montana
girls in the service.

have boys ana

get the copper out ..

:rake

A lot of them are at battle fronts

and places far from home.

These youngsters

~ren't

Iow,

a lOOK at tne pictures in die pages that for...

Read the text and see for yourselves how mudi

having an easy time of it, because soldiering is a tough'
life at best.
Mothers and fathers throughout this

pur whole victory depends on us. We don't think we

state are praying for the early and safe return of their

articles should speak for themselves.

.. kids, aod they are doing everything they can to bring
them back.

There probably is not a home in the entire

country which in one way or another

isn't affected b~

need to say much more about it-the

We hope the~

will help to bring the war closer to everyone here. We
hope they will prove to everyone the need for our (jig..
ging in and pulling together.
•
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WARFARE
MODERN
warfare depends on copper.
An Army without copper would be an
Army without speed, maneuverability,
communications, or firepower. The same
is true of a Navy. Every plane, every gun,
every shell, every bullet, every tank, every
warship, every radio, every searchl ight
must have copper.
This war depends in large part on
copper. The! U. S. has great quantities of
copper but today copper is not being produced in sufficient amounts for our armed
forces jn this total war.
u. s. t'"my AIr Forces Photo

HERE is an official U. S. Army Air Force photograph of a Bell P-39 in flight. This plane is popularly
"nown as the Airacobra. This plane requires 938 pounds of copper.

As most of us know, copper was one
of the first metals used by man. Copper
objects have been found that antedate
the Flood. The wealth and power of
. many. great empi res of the past was in
large part based on their ownership and
utilization of copper.
Even in the modern world of substitutes the availability
and use of copper is still a determining
factor in shaping the course of history.
Copper weapons and helmets helped
the Sumerians of 3500 B. C. to equip the
world's first professional army. With the
copper they had used for th,ei r mi Iitary
machine, the Sumerians later occupied
Cyprus .just to assure a plentiful supply of
this precious metal on which depended
Sumerian armed dominance.

..

L

r

Copper is also a traditional maritime"
metal.
Fighting galleys of Rome had
metal parts of bronze and were sheathed
with copper plates fastened by copper
nails.
The military might of the United
States has always been dependent
on
copper.

HERE is the famous North American P-51. They call this ship the Mustang and it's some fighter. It
takes 681 pounds of copper to build this nightmare for the Axis po~ers.
~

Paul Revere, the messenger of the
Revolution, performed a valuable act for
his country when he founded our first
rolling mill for sheet copper.
At this
foundry he cast early American cannon
and he freed us of dependence upon other
nations by sheathing such ships as the
"Constitution"
(Old Ironsides) with copper mad~ in this country.
The Civil War caused an increase of·
25% in the production of copper, largely'
for cannon-making.
•
I

'0. S. Army Air Porcea Photo

ONE of the great performers is the Republic P-47, known in flying circles as the Thunderbolt. But it
can't do any thu!,dering against the Axis unless there are 660 pounds of copper to build each one.

,.

• 8.

..

In today's war the United States depends on copper on the home front aAd
the firing front.
For our industries we.
must have copper to generate and transmit electricity.
For our Army we must
have copper to maintain
mechanized
forces. For our Navy we must have copper to operate the turrets and to turn, elevate and aim the guns. For the coordination of our land and sea power we must '

.COPPER AND THE WAR

...

have radio, which is wholly dependent
upon copper. WITHOUT.COPPER TriERE
CAN BE NO MECHANIZED WAR. No
matter how brave an Army may be, it
must be mechanized today to survive.
The lesson of the present war is that the
Army with the best equipment will win ..
No equipment is good in modern war
unless it has its essential, proper amount
of copper.

in Aireraft

C OPPER is one of the most widely used

-

U, S, Army Air Foreesjllphoto

of all metals in aircraft construction.
It
TEN thousand feet above a severe storm is t,his P-40, otherwise known as the Kitty Hawk. The boys
is present in practically every non-ferrous
who put this ship' togethe.' used 1.001 pound's of copper.
.
alloy used by the aircraft industry.
It·
constitutes 4.50% to 5% of the most
I
widely used aluminum alloys; accounts
for 65 % of the composition of brass; and
80 to 95 % of the content of the various
types of bronze.
Approximately 70% of the weight of
the present day airplane is in aluminum
alloys, all of which contain' copper. Sheet
forms the surfaces of the fuselage, tail,
wings, etc., while structural shapes and
extrusions are used for the ribs, spars and
members which serve as a skeleton. Aluminum alloy forgings. castings, bars and
tubing are used for the hundreds of fit- ......
tings in the plane.
Besides this, many
parts of the airframe require bronze and
brass in such items as bushings, bearings,
gears, spacers, turnbuckles, hinges, bolts,
nuts and many others.
Besides the copper in alloys and as
metal used in the airframe, all aircraft
U. S, Arm'! All' l"oreear Photo
engines contain copper in aluminum
I
alloys, bronzes and brass.
Each of the
A BfC baby is this Con!olidated B-24 shown in flight. This is the Liberator and it took 3,025 pound.
of copper to build her. Copper production means more Liberators.
four engines that power the B-17 requires
almost 120 pounds of copper. The Allison engine which powers the P-39 (Airacobra) requires almost 130 pounds of
copper.
The engines used on the P-47,
require over 200 pounds of copper each.
The various engine accessories. such as
magnetos, spark plugs. carburetors, superchargers, fuel and oil pumps all require copper as copper or in alloy, in their
manufacture.
The propeller hubs and controls use
copper in alloys in their make-up.
All of the electrical equipment used
in aircraft, as elsewhere, requires copper
and c.opper alloys. Each plane requires
electric wiring for the operation of the
various electrically activated instruments.
The B-24. for example. requires more
than eight miles of copper cable and wire.
The Flying Fortress B-17 requires about
18.000 feet for the electric system alone,
while the smaller PBY-5, such as is being
used by the Navy in Alaska, requi res 7,500
THE famous Flying Fortress is this Boein, B-17E .This ship doe. a real fighting job for the United
feet of cables and wire.
Nafions with the 2. ~8 pound, of ..op~er .he req"ir~

JUNE 4, 1943
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MORE PLANES IN lWARFARE
,.

AT the left is a fleet of North American .
B-2S's over the Mediterranean headed for
Jripqli.
These are Mitchell medium
bombers, and if there were not 2:010
pounds of copper available for each one
of them, they wouldn't be there.
The
$hip at the right is a Douglas A-20 in

flight. This is the famous Havoc and it
required 782 pounds of copper. The big
picture below shows a Martin 8-26, better known as the Marauder.
Copper
miners of this country have been responsible for s~pplying the 1.545 pounds of
copper that are needed to build them.
I

\

And on the page opposite we see a remarkable photo of a 2,OOO-pound demolition' bomb an instant after it was re:
leased from the two~motor bomber. The
only copper in that bomb is in the fuse,
but if the fuse didn't work, what good
would the bomb_be?
U. S. Army AIr Forces Phot06

\

.10.
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thermocouple
indicators; driftmeters;
en ..
gine synchroscopes;
tachometers;
autosyn
differential fuel pressure indicators; autosyn manifold pressure transmitters:
auto(Rough Stock Weights Including Spares)
syn oi I temperature
t~ansmitters;
soleCopper
Lead
Zinc
Alloy
Carbon
noids; starters; switches; vacuum pumps:
Steel'
Steel
primer pumps; centrifugal
fuel pumps j
(Tons)
(Tons)
booster pumps; supercharger
regularorsj
10.313
A-20 Havoc
782
282
.797
95
oil
coolers;
engine
controls;
auxiliary
16.609
480
181
1-17 Flying Fortress
,
2.968
.541
power plants: fire extinguishers;
cockpit
286'
.693
11.330
1-24 Liberator/
3.025
132
heaters:
deicer
pumps;
hydraulic
pumps~
264
193
.498
10.359
B-25 Mitchell
2.010
261
205
.534
12.280
metering
pumps;
Prestone
radiarorsj
B-26 Marauder
.'
1,545
271
72
6.439
.300
P-38 Lightning
1,384
oxygen regulators;
accumulators;
trans ..
174
25
.253
5.780
P-39 Airacobra
938
mitters;
storage batteries:
oxygen bot ..
174
51
.199
4.217
P-40 Kitty Hawk
1,001
ties; tubes, airspeed; and venturi rubes,
184
87
.298
7.028
P-47 Thunderbolt
660
The armament
carried' by bombers
, 125
176
.333
3.156
P-51 Mustang
681
125
.601
and fighters
also requires
many parts
C-47 Sky train
1,569
95
4.331
made of aluminum copper bearing alloys
Information
Furnished by:
Aircraff Unit
. as well as bronze.
These items of armaWar Production
Board
ment include turrets of various kinds.
February 19, 1943
bombsights,
gun mounts, etc. The fuses
of bombs are made of brass and the ammunition,
both for the cannon and the
Accelerometers;
altimeters;
arnmetALL of the communicating
equipment,
machine guns mounted if.'! bombers and .
erst, clocks; compasses,
magnetic;
fuel
both inside the planes (lnterphones)
and
fighters.
require brass shelland
cartridge
level gauges;
pitot static tubes:
voltwithout (radio), contains copper and recases.
meters;
generators;
inverters;
relays:
quires cable and antenna wire made of
Copper in alloys i~ used in the land ..
warning
signals: hydraulic
pre s s ur e
copper. Radio navigation equipment,
suchgauges:
manifold
pressure
gauges;
oi I ing gear assemblies, retracting mechanism
and wheel brakes of aircraft.
as radio compasses, artificial horizons and
pressure gauges; suction gauges; engine
automatic pi lots, as well as non-communi. It may be safely concluded
that
unit gauges; ai rspeed indicators; turn and
cating radio equipment,
require copper.
copper
in
some
form
or
another
finds
an
bank indicators: carburetor air temp, inimportant place in every part of modern
Following is given a partial list of the indicator; artificial horizons: fuel flow inaircraft.
IN FACT, IT IS VERY DIFFI ..
struments,
controls and accessories,
all
dicators;
fuel mixture
indicators:
fuel
CUrT TO NAME A PART OF AN AIR ...
vital to aircraft and all of which contain
pressure signal assembly: autosyn oil presPLANE IN WHICH
NO COPPER JS
copper in alolys and as metal:
USED.
sure indicator; rate of climb indicators;

(;OPPER IN AIR(;BAFT
<.

I
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COPPER
in
Signal Corps
EquiplDent

THIS desert anti-aircraft demo,_stration involves copper. The
'ing crew of the Signal Corps is shown charging a drum of wire
'ting leading coil into line. In the picture below, the switchboard
and plotter of the area to be defended are getting instructions
phone. These bays couldn't work wi thout c9Pper.

• 12.

wire layand putoperator
over the

NINETY
per cent of all equipment'used
by the Signal Corps contains copper as a
vital component without which it could
not function.. Copper is the material of
prime importance in getting the message
through.
. The property of copper which makes
it so important is that it is the best metal
available in quantity for carrying electricity.
No other important metal even
approaches closely the unique ability 'of
this metal to conduct electricity and heat.
Another quality of copper which is
only slightly secondary in importance to
its ability to conduct electriclty is that it
is very resistant to corrosion and imparts
corrosion resistant properties to its alloys
such as brass and bronze.
Certain parts
of radio equipment for this reason are
made of copper, brass or bronze so that
in the wet steaming jungles of the tropics,
the equipment continues to serve, does
not corrode away and become useless as
iron or steel might.

\ COPPER AND THE WAR

The Signal Corps uses 3 % of the
nation's supply of copper.
This will
amount to 13,000,000 Ibs. monthly in
1943. Fully 8,000,000 Ibs. of this copper
will be made into wire of all sizes. Of
this amount, much is used as pure copper,
and the remainder as copper in alloys.
The important alloys of copper are brass.
bronze, nickel-silver, and monel metal.
The Signal Corps' monthly requirements
of these alloys are : Brass, 7,000,000
pounds; bronze, 700,000 pounds; nickelsilver, 200,000 pounds; mdnel metal, 20,000 pounds.
Brass. the alloy of copper used in
greatest volume, is two-thirds copper.
It
is used as rods and sheet in a great many
structural parts of communications equipment.
Bronze for wire is copper with one
or two per cent tin added to it to increase
the tensile strength without decreasing
theconductlng
too much. Other bronzes
average 80 % copper and are used where
hardness, tensile strength, elasticity or
corrosion resistance are desirable properties.
.
!

.

,

Nickel-silver contains 65 % copper,
monel metal about 34% copper. Both of
these are used as structural parts where
resistance to corrosion is a desirable factor.
Field wire alone used more than
2,000,900 pounds of copper per month.
In radio equipment, copper wire is
used in: transformers, motor generators,
power units. ,converters. coils of many:
kinds, connecting wires, aerials. etc., etc.
As shapes for conducting electricity.
copper is used in bus bars. slip rings, commutator segments, vee rings, etc.
A paratrooper's radio set, the smallest Signal Corps radio, uses V4 pounds of
copper as metal and 1 V2 pounds of copper in alloys.
, A field telephone switchboard uses
2 V2 pounds of copper as such and about
15 pounds of copper in alloys.
A Telephone Central Office set r:equires almost 100 pounds of copper as
metal and more than 200 pounds of copper in alloys.
,
A typical air-borne radio set uses
about 20 pounds of copper' as metal and
more than 30 pounds of copper in alloys.
A field radio set uses more than 60
pounds of copper as copper and. about 1 5'
pounds of copper in alloys.

HEREare views of various communications
operations. .Upon the ability
.
of an army to keep in communication, no matter how widely it is scattered, depends the measure of its success. These men need copper in
practically every operation they p.erform.-they cannot do without it.

.-

,

..
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THIS
is a special j'ssue of COPPER
COMMANDO.
As we said a few issues
ago, we got to jotting down the various
uses of copper in warfare largely to see
whether we knew them all. We were
able to get quite a few but when we
finally discovered 'the complete uses of
copper, they ran' into the hundreds.
That's why we thought you might like to
see, chiefly in picture form, just how
many uses copper has in this war. We
couldn't put out a newspaper Dig enough
to show them all, but we hope that by
locjjng through this issue and perhaps by
studying it carefully you can get some
idea of how essential this industry is to
the winning of the war.
It is perfectly
safe to say that the war cannot be won
without
the sustained
production
of
copper.
You might be interested in a little
background story of how this issue was
put together:
It was submitted as. an
idea to various Washington departments,
all of which felt that such an issue would
be interesting and instructive.
All the
facilities of the VArious governmental
agencies were put at our disposal-we
looked through
photographs.,
studied
source material supplied by the different
bureaus.
At this point we would like to express our particular thanks to the Industrial Services Division of the Bureau of
Public Relations of the War Department.
This department is headed by Colonel A.
Robert Ginsburgh, and his staff of experts
~as extremely co-operative in helping us
to plan and execute this issue of COPPER
COMMANDO.
All our editorial staff also did a swell
job in suggesting news angles and worked
with us in putting together the pictures
and text.
In other words, this is a cooperative job--the
government
departments furnished the material from which
the issue was built and the boys on bur
Editorial Boards at Butte, Anaconda and
Creat Falls contributed
their time and
knowledge to help us put the job together.
We hope you' like it. We hope it
may tell you things you didn't know before. We hope, above all, that it lets all
of us know how vital to the winning of
this war is the work that all of us are in.
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~opper 'Isn~t IlDportant?
T HIS

is a Crumman fighter plane, popularly' known as the Wildcat.
It's a fighting little devil, making a great name for itself.

But the most important fact about this fighting plane is this: If it
were able to carry sufficient ammunition and were to shoot continuously.
instead 9f in bursts, A FLICHT OF FI FTY OF THESE WILDCATS WOULD
SHOOT AWAY SEVEN TONS OF COPPER IN A SINCLE MINUTE OF
•
COMBAT!
Think of it! Each plane would shoot away 280 pounds a minute! Naturally, such small planes can't carry enough ammunition to enable them to
do that, but it gives you some idea of how much copper is needed in this
war.
On page nine we see a picture of the famous Flying Fortress, known
as a Boeing B-117E. It takes the combined effort of FOUR MINERS,
working one day breaking rock, to produce enough copper to keep the
guns of that Flying Fortress blasting at the enemy for ONE MINUTE, firing only 50 caliber machine guns. Breaking that down further, a miner
missing ONE SHIFT costs the guns of a Flying Fortress 920 SHELLS.
The United States Navy is authority for the statement that in warfare, especially in modern warfare; copper is more precious than gold.
Wars have been won by nations very short of cash (take' a look at our
own Revolutionary War, for example) but none could ever hope to prosecute a war effectively without an adequate supply of cupper.
It is rightfully called man's oldest and most useful metal
We think you feel pretty much as we do-it's
figures like these
that shock you into a reali%~tion of how big this war really is. The demands upon American production
have never been so great and t~e
reali%ation has got to come to all of us, sooner or later, that fate has cast
us in the biggest role in the greates t play the world has ever -seen. The
success or failure of the United Nation-s in this war hinges upon copper.
It hinges on other things too, but the key metal in this' whole war is
copper.
So let's not tell ourselves that c'opper isn't important •
COPPER AND THE
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(;OPPEB
In

MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
EQUIPMENT
1. About 375,000 pounds of copper
per "l0nth ar~ required for Army Medical
Department equipment.
. 2. The following items represent a
few specific items requiring a l:hge per:
centage of that copper:
Monthly Average
Requirements
(In Pounds>

I-

Item Description'

.

23~000
_.. 500

A .. Syringe Luer Needles
B. ; Audiometer

__ _

1,000

_ C.' Tent, Oxygen
D. Basal Metabolism
Apparatus' .......................•

900

E. Centrifuge,

450

Electric ...........•

F•. Microscope, Dark Field
Apparatu$ .......................•

COPPER IN ANM-4 TANK

" 600

29,000
_ 275
Dental .. _. 9,500

C. Distilling Apparatus
H. Lathe, Electric

I. Unit, Operating,

J•.

T HERE are about

Machine, Radiographic and
Fluoroscopic
Shockproof
Unit, Complete .... ,........... 7,000

K. Anesthesia,
Portable

Apparatus,
.::':............

.800.

...

L X-Ray Field Unit, Machine,
X-Ray,

Mobile,

M. L'amp, Operating,
Generator

Complete

8,000

Field,
_.......... 8,500

N. Unit, Power, Electric

13,500

950 pounds of copper in an M-4 tank. Copper is used in all of the
tank's communicatipg equi_'ment, that is radio and intra-t.ank telephone. There is copper wiring and copper in the antenna. The headlights, tail-lights, blackout lights, interior lights, and instrument panel all require copper wiring. Some of the instruments,
eontrols and accessories which certai.n coppe,r in alloys and as metal; voltmeter, ammeter, manifold gauge, oil pressure gauge, tachometer, clock, starter solenoid, ignition switch, priming pump, fuel pump, and engine controls. In the radio equipment
copper [s needed in transformers, coils, connecting wires and motor generators. Cop·
per is used in the bushings and bearings and in certain motor parts which have to
withstand great jolting. The engine has numerous parts of brass and bronze such as
filler flanges, caps and oil line fittings. Copper is used in the oil cooling units. Brass
and bronze are used in the crank shaft and other bearings and bushings and in the
auxiliary fuel pump. Copper is u'sed in the radiator core.

..
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HOWITZER
A

HOWITZER is another death-dealing gadget that uses copper.
In the picture at the right. furnished by -the Signal
Corps. we see Privates Mullaney, Vargas
and Filiater. loading shell into a 105 mm.
Howitzer on a half track.
These are
among the guns that have been going into
action against the Axis powers and dealing death to the enemy.
There are over 250 pounds of copper in the 105 mm. Howitzer.
When the United Nations deals ifs
ail-out assault against Germany. it's a
cinch that a lot of these guns are going
to be required,
They are death-dealers
of the first order. and they will follow the
invasion forces and whip back the foe to
his own border where he will be crushed .

•
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(;OPPER
in Ordnance
Ammunition

IN

modern warfare, copper is essential
for every shell fired.
It is used for lthe
casing on small shells and bullets, and for
the rotating driving bands on large shells ..
The rotating band engages the rifling of
.the gun, giving spin to the shell, which
insures greater accuracy and range. f It
also serves to prevent
the expanding
gasses from escaping past the projectile.
Copper is ,used in the rotating band because it is a soft metal and does not create excessive wearx of the rifling in the
bore of the gun.
Tremendous
quantities
of ammunition must be available for battle. Accord-,
ing to Marshal Petain, during the 140day offensive of the Germans against Verdun (in the spring of 1916) they fired
more than 21,000,000 rounds of artillery
ammunition alone.
In the last 19 months
of Worid War I, an estimated
520,000
tons of copper went into the manufacture of munitions for the Allied Armies.
For this war, the requirements
are, greater
still.
One third of our total normal supply of copper is now required for small
arms cartridges alone.
Each million cartridges
for small
arms requires about 28,000 pounds of
copper.
A million cartridges
can be
quickly consumed.
For instance, a single
fighter plane, in fifteen seconds, can fire
2,500 bullets.
A flight of fifty modern
planes, in a single minute of aerial Combat, can fire up to half a million cartridges.
(In Napoleon's day that would
have equipped an army of 8,000 men for
a full day's heavy fighting. r
In one hour of firing, a 105 mm.
cannon
tosses out almost a thousand
pounds of copper .. There are 36 of these
guns in a single Armored Division.
...
In just ten minutes, a 37 mm. antiaircraft gun can shoot out about a halfton of copper.
I
The brass cartridge case of a 75 mm.
shell weighs more than two pounds. Each
75 mm. shell requires about one pound
of copper for its rotating band.'
More than. ten pounds of brass are
used in the cartridge case of a 90 mm:
shell.
j

Cuns
,
Every gun, from the Garand to the
~40 mm. howitzer,
requires copper.
In each Garand rifle (weighing 7Vi
lbs.) there is 3-10 of a pound of copper.
There are more than 7,000 Garand rifles
in each triangular infantry division.
IN the picture at the top, we see an American
anti~aircraft gun crew at their stations guarding
an important location in New Caledonia. New
Caledonia, the springboard from which U. S.
Army task force members leap into action against
the laps in the Southwest Pacific areas, is protected from possible attack from the air and the
sea. In the picture below, we see a gun crew
operating a 40 mm. Bofors anti-aircraft gun. Both
pictures are official United States Army Signal
Corps photos.
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In each .30 caliber machine
gun
there is more than 2-10 of a pound of •
copper.
l1here are, then, more than 800
pounds of copper in the 3,647 .30 caliber
machine guns of each of our Armored
Divisions.
In each .50 caliber machine gun,
there are more than 10 pounds of copper.
,There are almost 150
, .50 caliber machine
guns in a single square infantry division.
Our fighter planes and bombers are likewise armed with .50 caliber machine
guns.
Each 75 mm. gun contains almost 8
pounds of copper.
Our M-3 and MA
tanks are armed with such 75's.
Each 37 mm. tank gun contains more
than two pounds of copper.
Each 37 mm. cannon for aircraft
contains almost 30 pounds of copper.
Each 37 mm. anti-tank gun contains
more than 50 pounds of copper.
.
Each 37 mrn. anti-aircraft
gun con~ajns more than 600 pounds of copper.
,
In the gun and gun carriage of a 40
,mm. Bofors gun, there are more than 700
pounds of copper.
,
per; below. at left, 90 mm. anti-aircraft
guns;
each with 80 pounds of copper in gun tubes,
more than 400 pounds in recoil mechanism and

AT top, 75 mm. guns containing almost eight
pounds of copper each; center, a Springfield and
a Carand rifle. each using 31 J 0 of a pound of cop-

almost a thousand pounds in' carriage; at right,
below, .50 caliber machine gun which takes more
than ten pounds of copper to make.

In a 90 mm. anti-aircraft
gun, there
are 80 pounds of copper in the gun tube.
more than 400 pounds in the recoi I mechanism, and almost 1,000 pounds in the
carriage.
Each 81 mm. MA mortar carrier
contains about 164 pounds of copper.
Each self-propelled
105 mm. howitzer contains over 250 pounds of copper.
Each self-propelled 75 mm. M-3 gun
contains about 190 pounds of copper.
Each 155 mm. gun without vehicle.
1,350.
Tanks
~
In each of our Armored Divisions,
there are about 300 light tanks and 200
thedium tanks.
Each light tank contains about 500
pounds of copper, exclusive of the copper
in its guns and shells.
Each medium tank contains about
900 pounds of copper, exclusive of the
copper in tts guns and shells.

\

V. 8. Ann,.
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C OPPE~ is needed

for the Navy for:
many things--its uses run into the hundreds. On these pages we show various
types of naval equipment, all of which require copper.
I
That's the bow of the giant USS
North Carolina, one of the Navy's big battleships, above. Before she was launched.
over 2,000,000 pounds of copper had
been used. More battleships of this type'
are being built"to beat the Axis, and vast
quantities of copper must go into each
one.
t.
That's another big battlewagon in
the upper left-the
USS Texas, whose
copper needs are about·1,S00,OOOpounds ..
In the picture below that of the Texas •.
we see the USS Phoenix, a light cruiser,
This is the type of ship that's playing
havoc with the Axis on the naval fronts
of the world, and the day she was
launched it was a matter of record that
1.279,000 pounds of copper were inside
her. That number 355 is the destroyer,
USSAylwin of destroyer squad 20. Sleek,
fast, powerful. the~ destroyers are helping to keep the sea lanes open for Allied
traffic and engaging the enemy whenever.
they find him. A destroyer requires
463,000 pounds of copper.
.ef
We've all read a great deal about the
PT boats. These swift and sturdy Ifttle
ships pack a wallop and they are being
used to great advantage by the United
Nations in its skirmishes with the enemy,
A PT boats is the smallest of the mechanized naval units, but there are still 18,000
pounds of copper in each one of them,
That's a picture of a PT boat at the bottom
of the page.
1.1
On the opposite page we show you
two more views of giant battleships. the one at the top of the page is the USS
Idaho; in the picture at the bottom, we
see the USS Texas firing a broadside.
Leaving aside the shells they fire
and the damage they thereby do, not one
of these ships could De built without copper. If we didn't have a copper supply.
we couldn't have fighting ships, and, if
we don't have fighting ships. our country
can't, last very long.
.
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NA~
A

BATTLESHIP' of the Washington'
class has over 2,O?O,OOO pounds of cop._:,
per.
.
_
ft has 1,000,000 pounds of coppeiJ
containing castings, a half million pounds:
of sheet and tube copper: and about a
quarter of a million pounds of copper
material for wires, coils and cables. 1\1,
single bro~ze propeller requires 50,OOOj
pounds of metal alone.
-.
---:-:1
Copper alloys are extensively used'
:for condenser tubes and 'plates and in the
oonstruction of blading and other parts'
of steam turbines. Many tons of copper
and its alloys are used in the propellers.i
valves and pumps, and other heavy cast-I
ings. Hundreds of miles of copper wire;
~rve as the nerve center of the navigat ..'
i~g. operating, communications and fire'
control systems.
IUNE 4, 12.43
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Copper 'ana brass, being nonmagnetic, are used on the bridges of modern .
warships so as not to disturb the accuracy
of the compass and other instruments
Which ar,e part of the ship's operating
controls, on tile bridge,
On a battleship copper is vital in generators, transformers,
and the miles of
wire and cable through which electric
current travels. Copper is used to generate electricity for lighting, running the
pumps, operating the turrets, hoists and
,winches, and .turning, elevating and aimIng the guns.
One hundred thousand tons of copper will be used by the Navy just for
4'special"
purposes.
One hundred and fifty thousand
'tons of copper wi II be used by the Navy
'for de-gaussing girdles which make ships
lnvulnerable to magnetic mines.

I '

'(;OPPEB
in
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NAVAL

ORDNANCE
A

1.1 inch, 75 caliber machine gun
shell has 8-10 of a pound of copper in
shell case and rotating band.
The 75
caliber machine gun used for anti-aircraft
defense is mounted in quads on virtually
all large vessels.
40 rnm. shellhas 1 8-10 of a pound
of copper in band and shell c:se. These
anti-ai rcraft guns are mounted on vi rtually all combat vessels.
3 inch 50 caliber shell-seven pounds
of copper in the rotating band and shell
case. The three inch 50 caliber gun with
mount contains 1732 pounds of copper.
THE converted yacht shown at the top is on coastal
It is used on smal]- naval craft, e, g. subcopper all through her. Below we see the USS Car,
chasers.
Also used on merchantmen.
our ships are to be found today.
5 inch, 38 caliber shell-about
14
pounds in rotating band and shell. The
5 inch, 38 caliber gun has 2820 pounds
...
in
of copper.
The twin mount contains
i11291 pounds in guns and mount.
The
guns are used on virtually every class from
1. Copper bars (rod and wire) for fastenbattleship down to escort vessels. Classes
ings, wiring, electrical fittings, cables.
'from battleship
to destroyer use twin
gauges, bearings and bushings.
mount.
6 inch shell has 27 pounds of copper
2. Copper shapes for hatch guards.
'in shell case and rotating band.
There
3. Bronze tubing for telescopes, boreare 18,800 pounds of copper in the 6 inch
sights and periscopes.
,
gun and mount.
.
4. Brass pipe and tubing for smoke screen
8 inch, 55 caliber shell has 15.2
'generators.
pounds of copper in shell case and rotat:ing bands. These guns are mounted on
5. Brass sheet for depth charges.
cruisers.
29,1 00 pounds of copper in
6. Copper sheet for depth charges. Copeach turret.
per sheet for deck plates.
I
16 inch shell has 70.5 pounds of
7. Copper (very small amount) in fuse
copper in shell case and rotating band.
of each depth charge.
116 inch guns on all battleships.
66,100
8. Brass rolled and drawn for torpedo
pounds of 'copper in each turr;et.
The
director.
North Carolina has nine' 16-inch guns.
9. Brass castings .for depth charge release
each weighing 125 tons ..

"

OUlcle.l U. S. Ne.vy Photos

patrol duty. hunting enemy submarines. There is
a submarine doing her job in one of the many seas
.

Additional Uses·of
~opper
Naval Vessels

I

.
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tracks, depth charges. mines, telescope sights, anti-aircraft
range' indi-·
cators.

COPPER
in

MERCHANT.

SHIPPING

T HE construction

program of 23,000,-'
000 tons of merchant shipping during the
next two years will require more than a
half billion pounds of. copper and its
alloys.
In such a complicated structure as a
ship there are many uses for copper, in
varying forms and alloys and quantities,
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SuhlUarines
There are 348.000 Ibs. of copper in
a submarine. Let's take a trip behind the scenes and look at a submarine training school, where' the.
boys learn to operate one of those
tools of war we've all hel'ped build
LET'S
go behind the scenes with a photographer from the Navy Department, to
examine one of the fighting units our
country uses to help lick the Axis. This
is the story of training sailors for submarine service, and these pictures are all
taken at the Submarine Training School
at New London, Connecticut.
A submarine is merely one of the
many fighting weapons of the United
Nations and into each submarine which
our country produces there must go
348,000 pounds of copper.
".

At New London the Navy teaches
the submarine officers and enlisted men
the fine art of firing a torpedo, how to
use a "lung," how to rig the ship for
diving, and the hundred and one details
of undersea warfare that will spell defeat
for the Axis.

-

IJSES OF (;OPPEB
Navy Department, Bureau of Ships
"

VESSEL

TONS STD. DISPl:AC.

,
Battleship (Iowa Class)
45000
Large Cruiser
...
..
..
.27000
Heavy Cruiser ~
.__• .__.___ 13400.
Light Cruiser __. .
.._._._____
10000
~ircraft Carrier
..
27500
Destroyer ----.---.... .______2100
Destroyer Escort
._. ..
• 1600
Submarine ----.------. 1526
~ircraft Escort ------__.
.
• 7800
Sut.-chaser --.--------...
-.---__.
•
250
,UNE 4, 194)

I

TOTAL COPPER REQUIREMENTS
(In Unit of 1.000 pounds)
3058

1164
1407
1279
2861
463
239
348
622
58

1

At this school officers and men are
given a thorough-going course in submarines; the school is organized into five
departments for instruction-submarines
proper, torpedoes, engineering, electricity
and communication.
The engineering
course includes care and operation of
Diesel engines and the communications
course, radio and sound training.
The
biggest part of the training at New London is the actual operation of submarines,
both on the surface and submerged.
In the upper picture at the left, we
see the morning colors being struck at the
Submarine Training Base at New London, where the same respect is shown to
the quarterdeck and to the colors as on
surface vessels.
Below, we see recruits
being instructed
in how to use the
"lung."
On the opposite page at the upper left, we see-e view looking forward
into the captain's quarters, showing an
apprentice seaman at the controls, while
at the right, we have a view of the second
I officer remaining at the periscope when
- the submarine is diving. The big picture
at the bottom shows future submarine
crew members getting thei r fi rst experience with the pressure chamber at the
Training School.
Without copper you wouldn't have
any of this and there wouldn't be any
point or purpose' in a submarine school
without submarines.
And every man on
the Montana production front, engaged
in copper production: has his bit to do, to
keeo these submarines on the job.
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These are views at the Submarine Training School at New London, Connecticut

;
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They Don~t Do It With Mirrors
A MONC

the three of them, they knocked down 46 Jap planes out of the Cuadalcanal
skies. That's Major John Smith of Hubbard, Oregon, at tbe left, who put nineteen of
them out of commission.
Next to him is Major Robert D. Caler, Seattle, who accounted
for eleven, and at the right is Captain Marion E. Carl, Lexington, Oklahoma, who put sixteen Jap planes out of the fight.
- No, they didn't do it with mirrors. They used no magic tricks, such as the magician
uses to pull a rabbit out of the hat. They used bullets, and plenty of them, to drop the
Jap planes.
A magician can do lots of things a fighting flier can't. If he needs a do~en eggs and
a silk hat, he can produce them from nowhere.
If he needs a rabbit to startle his audience, he can lift it out of his sleg.ve. If he is lacking any particular type of equipment,
he can create illusions by using mirrors.

But these boys needed pl:1nes built ou t of copper, and ·guns and bullet~ made out
of copper in order to do what they did. They couldn't reach into their sleeves and snatch
out clips of bullets that weren't there.
They couldn't fly planes unless there had been
the copper available to build them.
Without the proper materials for fighting, they
couldn't have done much of anything other than to sit quietly with their hands empty
and let the Japs capture them.
There is no magic in this war.
will be won by the strongest nation
th~ boys who ca" create the illusion
these who are really doing the job.
help them.
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Magicians can do little to help win it. This war
with the most and best equip!1'ent.
Magicians are
that we are winning the war. But it is guys like
And it's guys like you, producing your share, who
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'Se~ond
FrontP

SHEPHERDED
by American warships, a convoy moves across the
sunlit sea on its"way to an Allied battlefront.
'I

The men they carry, and the materials of war they transport,
have landed somewhere in North Africa. Many of the men they carlied
and much of the material they deposited on North Africa shores have
done their jobs and are finished.
The news headlines tomorrow wilt
tell us of what _those who are left are doing.
/

Every man, woman arid child in this country has a task to perform.
In every case it will be the toughest task each has ever been caned
upon to see through.

I

And yet too many of us languish in the thought that a random
conquest here, a moderate victory there, puts us on the last lap to vic ..
tory~ The war i"n't won by a small conquest.
The war can be won only by the all out, wholehearted determina ..
tion of the people to win it. We are going to get painful reminderswe are beginning to get them already-of
the real size of our job, fol'
the casualty lists have begun, and we have a reckoning to make with
our own consciences as we see the names of boys an4 men we knew
fighting for the cause of freedom.
We ask:
How about a second
front? We pound tables and talk loudly and proclaim to the heavens
that we must get action, that we must get this war over. Yet too many'
of us do too little. You can't win wars that way.
.....
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The length of this war, and the lives of those whom we know and
love, depends on.what we~ as Americans, are willing to do to win it•
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